Seasonally-resolved upper tropospheric profiles of formaldehyde (HCHO) observed by the ACE Fourier transform spectrometer (ACE-FTS) on a near-global scale are presented for the time period from March 2004 to November 2006. Large upper tropospheric HCHO mixing ratios (>150 pptv) are observed during the growing season of the terrestrial biosphere in the Northern Hemisphere and during the biomass burning season in the Southern Hemisphere. The total errors estimated for the retrieved mixing ratios range from 30 to 40% in the upper troposphere and increase in the lower stratosphere. The sampled HCHO concentrations are in satisfactory agreement with previous aircraft and satellite observations with a negative bias (<25%) within observation errors. An overview of the seasonal cycle of the upper tropospheric HCHO is given for different latitudes, with a particular focus on mid-to-high latitudes that are well sampled by the observations. A maximum is observed during summer, i.e. during the growing season, in the northern mid-and high latitudes. The influence of biomass burning is visible in HCHO upper tropospheric concentrations during the September-to-October period in the southern tropics and subtropics. Comparisons with two state-of-the-art models (GEOS-Chem and LMDz-INCA) show that the models capture well the seasonal variations observed in the Northern Hemisphere (correlation >0.9). Both models underestimate the summer maximum over Europe and Russia and differences in the emissions used for North America result in a Correspondence to: G. Dufour (dufour@lisa.univ-paris12.fr) good reproduction of the summer maximum by GEOS-Chem but in an underestimate by LMDz-INCA. Globally, GEOS-Chem reproduces well the observations on average over one year but has some difficulties in reproducing the spatial variability of the observations. LMDz-INCA shows significant bias in the Southern Hemisphere, perhaps related to an underestimation of methane, but better reproduces the temporal and spatial variations. The differences between the models underline the large uncertainties that remain in the emissions of HCHO precursors.
Introduction
Formaldehyde (HCHO) is an important intermediate compound in the degradation of the volatile organic compounds (VOCs), including methane (CH 4 ), in the troposphere. Oxidation of VOCs by OH leads to the formation of organic peroxy radicals that produce HCHO either directly or through the degradation of other species (Atkinson, 1994 (Atkinson, , 2000 Fig. 1 in Frost et al., 2002) . The relative importance of these reactions is mainly controlled by the concentration of NO, which therefore plays a decisive role in HCHO production. Under low NO conditions, intermediate compounds like methyl hydrogen peroxide (CH 3 OOH) may be removed by deposition before reaction with OH takes place. Formaldehyde plays an important role in HO x chemistry and in ozone production as a source of HO 2 (Fig. 1 in Frost et al., 2002) especially in the upper troposphere where water vapor, the main source of odd oxygen, has a low concentration. In addition to being a significant source of HO x in the upper troposphere, HCHO is also more sensitive than HO x to changes in precursor species (Crawford et al., 1999) and can be used as an indicator of additional HO x sources. Moreover, HCHO is often used as a tracer of recent photochemical activity (i.e. as a pollution tracer) due to its relatively short lifetime (several hours). As it is an intermediate product from a wide range of hydrocarbons, it can also be used to test our mechanistic understanding of tropospheric oxidation reactions.
Methane is known to be the main source of HCHO throughout the troposphere. However, close to large source regions, the oxidation of non-methane hydrocarbons can make a significant contribution to formaldehyde concentrations especially in the continental boundary layer Stavrakou et al., 2009; Dufour et al., 2009 ). HCHO production from anthropogenic VOCs is most significant in urban areas but production from biogenic sources dominates elsewhere especially during the growing season of vegetation with the largest contribution coming from isoprene (e.g. Palmer et al., 2003 isoprene (e.g. Palmer et al., , 2006 . In addition, formaldehyde is also directly emitted into the atmosphere by biomass burning , incomplete combustion (de Serves, 1994) , industrial processes, and by vegetation (e.g. Kesselmeier and Staudt, 1999; Lathière et al., 2006) . In the upper troposphere, the altitude range of interest in this paper, Fried et al. (2008b) have determined the contribution of different source species to the total HCHO production. More than 50% of HCHO is produced by methane oxidation. This portion decreases to about 40% in air masses with enhanced concentrations of tracer species and these fractions are in a good agreement with those derived by Stickler et al. (2006) in another region. Both studies reveal the role of convection and lightning (producing additional NO) as an additional source of formaldehyde in the upper troposphere. The non-methane part of HCHO production is mainly from biogenic primary species such as methanol Comparison between an observed laboratory spectrum and a spectrum calculated with the spectroscopic parameters from HI-TRAN (with the intensities modified by a factor 1.28) in blue and from a new linelist in red (Perrin et al., 2009 ). The corresponding residuals (observed-calculated) are displayed in the lower panel.
or from secondary species produced from the oxidation of short-lived primary biogenic species like isoprene, and then transported to the upper troposphere. The sinks of HCHO are mainly photolysis and reaction with OH, and ultimately lead to the formation of carbon monoxide and HO 2 .
In the continental boundary layer, HCHO concentrations of the order of a few parts per billion by volume (ppbv) are reported and can reach values greater than 10 ppbv in large cities (Dasgupta et al., 2005) and tropical regions (Kesselmeier et al., 2002) . The HCHO concentration falls below 0.5 ppbv far from the sources in the oceanic background atmosphere for example (e.g., Heikes et al., 2001; , 2003a Frost et al., 2002) . Its abundance decreases with altitude and can reach values as low as a few tens pptv (part per trillion by volume) in the upper troposphere (e.g., Fried et al., 2003a) .
Formaldehyde has been measured and studied for more than two decades in the upper troposphere through various aircraft campaigns (e.g. Arlander et al., 1995; Lee et al., 1997; Heikes et al., 2001; Fried et al., 2002; Kormann et al., 2003; Singh et al., 2000 Singh et al., , 2004 Singh et al., , 2006 . These campaigns took place at different latitudes and in different seasons and give a general picture of the HCHO distribution, but the sampling remains very sparse and sporadic.
The Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment infrared Fourier transform spectrometer (ACE-FTS) onboard the SCISAT satellite provides a new dataset that covers a large time period (3 years are analyzed here) and large parts of the globe compared to previous measurements. Up to now, satellite measurements of HCHO were performed either by UV-visible nadir sounders (e.g., GOME, SCIA-MACHY, OMI) that provide tropospheric columns mostly sensitive to the lower troposphere (e.g., Palmer et al., 2001; Wittrock et al., 2006; or by limb viewers (e.g., MIPAS, SMR) that provide profiles but mainly limited to the stratosphere (Steck et al., 2008; Ricaud et al., 2007) . Measurements of formaldehyde profiles in the upper troposphere from the ACE-FTS therefore represent a unique data set for investigating the seasonal variation in this altitude region, with a more specific focus on the mid and high latitudes (better covered by the instrument).
After characterization of the ACE-FTS formaldehyde retrieval (Sect. 2), the validity of the volume mixing ratios observed is evaluated using aircraft and other satellite measurements (Sect. 3). Almost three years of ACE-FTS measurements have been analyzed and are presented in Sect. 4. The observations are finally compared with two state-of-the-art CTMs (GEOS-Chem and LMDz-INCA) in Sect. 5.
ACE-FTS measurements
The aim of the Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment (ACE) satellite mission , launched in August 2003, is to investigate atmospheric composition primarily in the upper troposphere and in the stratosphere. Solar occultation measurements are made with coverage between approximately 85 • S and 85 • N, with a majority of observations in the 50 • -70 • latitude band of both hemispheres (Fig. 1 ). It is worth noting that the observations are not equally distributed in space and time leading to an inhomogeneous global coverage (e.g., Bernath, 2006; Fu et al., 2007) . The latitude coverage of the ACE-FTS for one year is given in Fig. 1 of . However, the orbital coverage yields a near global picture of the upper-tropospheric distributions of molecules rarely measured (e.g. Dufour et al., 2007; Barkley et al., 2008a) . The primary instrument on board the satellite is the ACE-FTS, a high resolution (0.02 cm −1 ) Fourier transform spectrometer operating in the 750 to 4400 cm −1 range. Vertical profiles of temperature, pressure and various atmospheric constituents are retrieved from ACE-FTS spectra using a global fit approach coupled with a Levenberg-Marquardt non-linear least squares method . The altitude resolution of the retrieved profiles is de-fined mainly by the field of view of the ACE-FTS instrument, and is about 3-4 km. The HCHO vertical profiles discussed here are from a research version of the algorithm close to the future version 3.0. The ability to detect formaldehyde using the ACE-FTS has been first demonstrated by Coheur et al. (2007) in the case of enhanced concentrations in a biomass burning plume. Since then, the set of microwindows used for the retrieval has been refined.
Selected microwindows
Selected formaldehyde lines in the 3.6 µm region are used for the retrieval. In this spectral region lie the strongest absorption bands (ν 1 and ν 5 ) as well as several weaker overtone and combination bands (Perrin et al., 2006) . Formaldehyde linelists currently available in databases like HITRAN (Rothmann et al., 2005) and GEISA (Jacquinet-Husson et al., 2008) fail to reproduce the observed laboratory spectra. Perrin et al. (2009) have pointed out several problems with these databases: (1) the line intensities quoted in HITRAN and GEISA are 28 % too small on average, (2) significant lines are missing, (3) inconsistencies in blended or degenerate doublet lines in HITRAN sometimes lead to an intensity overestimate by a factor of 2 or 3. Figure 2 illustrates the different problems that can be encountered using the current linelists. In order to avoid erroneous retrievals, a new HCHO linelist in the 3.6 µm region was generated, which includes the line positions and line intensities generated in Perrin et al. (2006) and (2009), respectively. Also for the description of the HCHO line shapes, this linelist comprises the air broadening parameters given for all lines in the HITRAN linelist, namely γ air =0.1080 cm −1 atm −1 for the air broadening halfwidths and n=0.5 for its temperature dependence.
The microwindows selected on the basis of this linelist are given in Table 1 as well as the interfering molecules in each window. The interferers are separated depending on whether they are simultaneously fitted with formaldehyde or if their mixing ratios are fixed during the retrieval. Three additional windows are used to better constrain HDO and N 2 O. The retrieval is performed between 5 and 25 km. The HCHO contribution to the atmospheric spectrum in the selected microwindows is shown for an altitude of 8 km in Fig. 3 . The residuals obtained using the observed spectra and the synthetic spectra calculated without including formaldehyde show features similar in shape and position to the calculated HCHO atmospheric contribution. It is worth noting that the HCHO contribution is weak and that additional features due to interferers remain.
Error determination
The error on the ACE-FTS observations is characterized by a random (or statistical) part and a systematic part. The statistical part, corresponding to the fitting error, is often named "measurement noise" (Eq. 2 in Dufour et al., 2006) and is represented in red in Fig. 4 . The systematic part of the error is estimated by perturbing each parameter by 1σ of its assumed uncertainty during the retrieval process as described by Dufour et al. (2006) . Error sources accounting for uncertainties in temperature (T ) (2 K), tangent altitude pointing (150 m), HCHO spectroscopic data (8%, Perrin et al., 2009 ), instrumental line shape (ILS, 5% of the field of view), and mixing ratios of the main interfering species (fixed during the retrieval, 20% for OCS and C 2 H 2 and 10% for H 2 O) are considered. The effects of uncertainties in the baseline of the spectra, spectral shifts and the simultaneously fitted interferers are not included in this sensitivity study because these parameters are fitted simultaneously with HCHO. Due to computational cost, we applied our error estimation method to a limited number of occultations (about 25), selected to cover the range of measured HCHO profiles for different seasons. Figure 4 displays the mean error budget as well as the mean volume mixing ratio profile for these representative occultations. The total error indicated in Fig. 4 is an effective total error as the errors given for each uncertain parameter are the mean of the individual errors of each occultation. Considering the mean errors and the effective total error gives a better representation of the sensitivity of the HCHO retrieval to uncertainties rather than considering just a single occultation. However, we also checked individual occultations to ensure that the average sensitivities were representative. Except for the measurement noise that largely dominates the error, the HCHO retrieval is mainly sensitive to uncertainties in the tangent height determination and in the HCHO spectroscopy. The total error ( Fig. 4 ) ranges between 30 and 40% up to 9 km, increases with altitude and exceed 100% above 13 km, as expected given the remaining residuals of the main interferers ( Fig. 3) . For a subset of occultations with upper tropospheric vmrs smaller than 100 pptv, the total error is slightly larger, between 40 and 50% up to 9 km and exceeds 100% above 11 km. Note that averaged mixing ratios (vmrs) are often considered in the next sections. In this case, the statistical component of the error is reduced (divided approximately by the square root of the number of averaged vmrs). The resulting total error (statistical+systematic) is then dominated by the systematic error that remains smaller than 15% in the considered altitude range.
Comparison with independent measurements

Aircraft measurements
Various aircraft campaigns have been carried out in the two last decades, providing formaldehyde measurements in the free and upper troposphere for different regions and different seasons. Some examples of these campaigns are TROPOZ II in winter 1991 (Arlander et al., 1995) , TRACE-A in fall 1992 (e.g., Lee et al., 1997) , PEM -West in spring 1994 (Heikes et al., 2001) , NARE97 (Fried et al., 2002) and SONEX (Singh et al., 2000) in fall 1997, TOPSE in spring 2000 (Fried et al., 2003b) , TRACE-P in spring 2001 (Singh et al., 2004) , MINOS in summer 2001 (Kormann et al., 2003) , UTOPI-HAN in summer 2003 (Stickler et al., 2006) , and INTEX-NA in summer 2004 (Fried et al., 2008a, b) . The difficulties in using these aircraft measurements to compare with ACE-FTS observations reside in the differences in the sampling of aircraft and satellite observations. We selected campaigns for which aircraft data are available in the 6-12 km range in the literature. Unfortunately, only campaigns in the Northern Hemisphere match this criterion with enough ACE-FTS data to be useful. We compared ACE-FTS observations with upper tropospheric observations made during two campaigns: TRACE-P (Singh et al., 2004; Fried et al., 2003a) , and INTEX-NA (Singh et al., 2006; Fried et al., 2008a, b) . TRACE-P measurements covered the northern Pacific between February and April 2001 and INTEX-NA covered North America and North Atlantic during summer 2004. Note that all the formaldehyde measurements used for comparison are from the same aircraft instrument: a tunable diode laser absorption spectrometer (TDLAS) (e.g., Wert et al., 2003) . HCHO is detected by probing a HCHO line at 2831.6417 cm −1 . The line parameters are taken from the HITRAN linelist but the intensity is corrected by 11% (Fried et al., 1999) . The line used by the TDLAS has a corrected intensity of 5.44 10 −20 cm −1 /(molecule cm −2 ) at 303 K and differs by 6% compared to the new value of 5.78 10 −20 cm −1 /(molecule cm −2 ) at 303 K of Perrin et al. (2009) . This difference remains within the systematic uncertainties (12.4% at 2σ level) of the TDLAS estimated through various calibration experiments (Gilpin et al., 1997; Fried et al., 2008a Fried et al., , 2002 .
The ACE-FTS observations made in the same region and during the period of each aircraft campaign were averaged over 3 years (2004 to 2006) of ACE measurements. For the comparison with the TRACE-P results, 68 ACE-FTS occultations are within the campaign area (not shown): they are relatively well distributed along the flight track regions . The sampled mixing ratios are rather homogeneously distributed around the mean except for one or two occultations likely sampling polluted air masses ( Fig. 5 ). We then assume that the mean ACE-FTS HCHO values obtained are representative of climatological background values and can be compared to measurements made during a (<13%) is obtained between ACE-FTS and TDLAS measurements given the errors in the measurements and the difference in the type of measurements (Table 2) . Aircraft measurements are in-situ measurements that sample on a finer temporal and spatial scale than remote sensing measurements like those of the ACE-FTS. Except in the 6-8 km layer, ACE-FTS mixing ratios are systematically smaller. For the comparison with the INTEX-NA results, the number of ACE-FTS occultations considered is smaller: only 23 occultations over the 3 years are sampled. Figure 5 shows that ACE-FTS measurements are more representative of background values than the TDLAS in situ measurements whose flight tracks were often driven by the search for plumes and convection. No strongly enhanced mixing ratios as reported by Fried et al. (2008a, b) are measured by ACE. We then used the HCHO measurements reported by Fried et al. (2008b) and classified as measurements in background air masses for the comparison with ACE-FTS observations. Fried et al. (2008b) defined thresholds for HCHO vmrs (165 pptv) and various tracer species like CO, methane, ethane or methanol (Table 1 of Fried et al., 2008b) to determine background conditions. The formaldehyde mixing ratios measured by the ACE-FTS and the TDLAS are then in relatively good agreement: between 12 and 16% depending on the altitude, with ACE-FTS values systematically smaller as for the comparison with TRACE-P (Table 2) . It is interesting to note that, if thresholds of Fried et al. (2008b) for CO, C 2 H 6 and CH 3 OH vmrs (also measured by the ACE-FTS) are used to classified ACE-FTS measurements as background or polluted, a significant number of the ACE-FTS measurements would be classified as polluted but with CO vmrs in the lowest part of the "polluted range". CO vmr values measured by ACE-FTS do not exceed 120 ppbv and are mainly smaller than 100 ppbv. As mentioned previously rigorous quantitative comparisons between in-situ aircraft measurements and satellite remote sensing measurements are difficult due to the difference in representivity of the measurements but the comparisons show the good reliability of our measurements with the ACE-FTS systematically smaller (10-15%) than the TDLAS. The agreement with aircraft measurements remains very satisfactory (<15%) for such a difficult retrieval with significant error estimates (mostly <40%).
MIPAS-Envisat
The MIPAS (Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric Sounding) spectrometer onboard the Envisat satellite measures formaldehyde profiles from the upper troposphere (above 10 km) to the stratosphere (Steck et al., 2008) . The 5.7 µm spectral region is used for the retrieval. Steck et al. (2008) provided a comparison between the partial zenith column between 12 and 20 km measured with MIPAS and the same column estimated from the first reported HCHO measurement from ACE-FTS inside a tropical biomass burning plume (Coheur Table 3 . The mean difference between HCHO from ACE-FTS and MIPAS is 26% with HCHO smaller for ACE-FTS than for MIPAS. The same tendency to underestimate formaldehyde in the upper troposphere (Sect. 3.1) is observed in the stratosphere. Nevertheless, the difference remains within the standard deviation of the ACE-FTS and MI-PAS partial columns and it is not possible to firmly conclude that the ACE-FTS underestimates formaldehyde. Moreover, the sampling and the year of the measurements are different and this likely explains part of the difference. In addition, the 12-20 km region is not the most favorable altitude range for the ACE-FTS retrieval with a total error that exceeds 100% (Fig. 4) . Although the two instruments do not use the same HCHO spectral bands for their retrieval, Perrin et al. (2009) show a good consistency between the two spectral regions. The 5.7 µm region used by MIPAS is certainly better for the retrieval of HCHO in the stratosphere than the 3.6 µm region used by ACE-FTS. An extension of the retrieval to higher in the stratosphere is planned with the ACE-FTS using the 5.7 µm band. Adding microwindows from this region would improve the current ACE-FTS retrieval in the 12-20 km region and would increase the altitude range for comparison with MIPAS.
ACE-FTS HCHO observations
We present here formaldehyde observations from March 2004 to November 2006 obtained from ACE-FTS with the method described in Sect. 2. Only the occultations that sample low in the troposphere are considered, i.e. below 9 km and 11 km in extra-tropical and tropical regions, respectively. The quality of the retrieval has been checked for each occultation and outliers have been discarded (e.g., large negative vmrs). The results are discussed in terms of seasonal means Figure 6 displays the seasonal upper tropospheric distributions of HCHO retrieved with ACE-FTS. The vmrs shown in Fig. 6 correspond to the mean vmrs for the 6-9 km altitude range. Figure 6 shows that the sampling of the ACE-FTS is not uniformly distributed in space and time. The spatial coverage is larger in the mid-to-high latitudes ( Fig. 1 and Fig. 1 in . The rather limited temporal and spatial sampling in the tropics has to be considered in the interpretation of the results. The low sampling of the tropics can lead to a lack of representativeness of the observations for this region.
The HCHO vmrs range from 20-30 pptv to about 150 pptv on average, depending of the season and the location. Large values are observed in the southern tropics and subtropics especially during the JJA and SON periods near Africa and South America. They may partly reflect the impact of biomass burning in the upper troposphere through either the direct injection of emitted HCHO or of precursors emitted by fires. It is worth noting that enhanced concentrations of CO, HCN and CH 3 OH attributed to biomass burning emissions are also detected with the ACE-FTS during SON 2004 Dufour et al., 2006) . The lifetime of HCHO is short but the correlation with CO for the same period remains significant (0.65) and likely reveals the biomass burning imprint in this region. The large values observed may also reflect the enhanced HCHO production due to increased biogenic emissions during the dry season. HCHO values smaller than during JJA and SON are observed during the other seasons (DJF and MAM) but the sampling is limited and does not allow a firm conclusion to be drawn.
In the mid-to-high latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere, formaldehyde concentrations are smaller than 60 pptv and of the order of 40 pptv on average without any strong sea-sonal variations (Fig. 6 ). These concentrations are mainly representative of background upper tropospheric formaldehyde produced by methane oxidation. This is in contrast to the significant seasonal variations seen in the mid-to-high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere (Fig. 6 ). At these latitudes, volume mixing ratios as low as 30 pptv are observed during winter (DJF-MAM). They reach values of around 150 pptv at a number of locations in summer (JJA) and decrease in fall (SON) to ∼60 pptv. Formaldehyde values retrieved in winter/spring correspond to background values (of the order of the southern hemispheric values). The maximum observed in the HCHO distribution in summer is likely related to the maximum in biogenic emissions especially of HCHO precursors like methanol and methyl hydrogen peroxide, and potentially the secondary products from isoprene oxidation. In combination with the increase of convection during summer, this allows the transport of HCHO precursors to the upper troposphere.
In order to study the temporal variations of HCHO distributions in more detail, we focus on different regions (North America, Europe-Russia, a south tropical and subtropical latitude band and a mid-to-high latitude band in the Southern Hemisphere, see Fig. 7 ). Note that the interannual variability that can be deduced from Fig. 6 has to be considered with caution due to the sampling differences between the different years especially in the southern tropics and subtropics. Note also that the uneven sampling of the data can slightly affect the seasonal cycle derived for each region. However, we ensured (by analysis of the model results) that this potential bias is lower than the observational errors. The seasonal variations of the mean vmrs at two altitudes (6.5 and 8.5 km) are given in Fig. 8 (in red) . The two regions of the Northern Hemisphere have a maximum in summer with similar intensities for the 3 years. No significant differences can be noted between the two continents. The mean winter values correspond to background production of HCHO. Formaldehyde decreases with altitude but displays a similar seasonal variation. This seasonal cycle is clearly visible up to 12.5 km in the ACE-FTS data (not shown).
The magnitude of the variation between seasonal means is weak in the 50 • S-90 • S latitude band (Fig. 8) . Nevertheless, a minimum that seems significant (slightly larger than the error bars) is observed in SON for the both altitudes. That might reflect the influence of the variation of the radiation during the year -the maximum taking place during summer (SON-DJF for the Southern Hemisphere) -and then the maximum of destruction of background formaldehyde (Fig. 9) .
As mentioned previously the lack of in sampling in the southern tropics and subtropics (Fig. 6 ) does not allow a firm conclusion to be made concerning the potential temporal variation of the HCHO distribution. However, the tendency given by the observations look consistent with what is expected. The mean vmr over the [2004] [2005] [2006] period is larger than at other latitudes as expected. This likely reflects a larger production of HCHO from non methane hydrocarbons in the tropics due to sustained biogenic emissions of HCHO precursors during the entire year in this region (Fig. 9) . The peak of HCHO during the biomass burning period is more pronounced at 6.5 km compared to 8.5 km (Fig. 9 ).
Comparison with two state-of-the-art CTMs
The aim of the comparison with the two models, GEOS-Chem Fig. 9 . Seasonal cycle of the chemical budget terms for the entire Earth and the same regions defined in Fig. 7 and Table 5 (left): the chemical production is separated into direct production from the compounds with one carbon atom (C1) and compounds with more than one carbon atom (C>1). The primary emissions of HCHO and the deposition are compared with the net chemical production on the right. The "South 1" and "South 2" regions correspond to the 0-40 • S and the 50 • S-90 • S latitude bands, respectively. al., 2004), is to give a picture of our current understanding of upper tropospheric chemistry with a new set of data that gives new insight on the seasonal variation of upper tropospheric HCHO (especially in the mid-to-high latitudes), keeping in mind the uncertainties and the discrepancies remaining in the models. Note that a detailed investigation of the reasons for model discrepancies is beyond the scope of this paper; only suggestions for these differences will be made in the present study.
GEOS-Chem
GEOS-Chem (v7.04; http://www-as.harvard.edu/chemistry/ trop/geos/) is a global 3-D chemistry transport model able to simulate tropospheric trace gas and aerosol distributions . The model contains a detailed O 3 -NO x -VOC-aerosol reaction scheme that is forced with assimilated meteorological data from the Goddard Earth Observing System 4 (GEOS-4), of the NASA Global Modelling and Assim-ilation Office (GMAO). The GEOS-4 data have a 6-hourly temporal resolution (3-hours for surface variables and mixing depths) and a 1 • ×1.25 • (latitude×longitude) horizontal resolution. In this study we degrade the horizontal resolution of the GEOS-4 data to 2 • ×2.5 • and the vertical resolution to 30 eta levels (levels above ∼50 hPa are lumped together).
The GEOS-Chem chemical mechanism (originally based on Horowitz et al., 1998) provides a relatively detailed simulation of gas phase O 3 -NO x -hydrocarbon chemistry (∼80 species, 300 reactions) integrated using the SMVGEARII solver of Jacobson (1995) . The scheme contains an explicit treatment of the photo-oxidation pathways for five nonmethane hydrocarbons (ethane, isoprene, lumped >C 3 alkanes, lumped >C 2 alkenes and propane) and includes recycling of organic peroxides (Palmer et al., 2003) . Production of HCHO from the oxidation of α and β-pinene, and methylbutenol (MBO), is parameterized using Master Chemical Mechanism calculations . Biomass burning emissions of HCHO and 14 other species are parameterized using the Global Fire Emission Database version 2 (GFEDv2) . Biogenic emissions (isoprene, monoterpenes and MBO) are based on the MEGAN model , with isoprene emissions over tropical South America scaled down by ∼30% (Barkley et al., 2008b) . Global anthropogenic emissions (scaled to 2004) are based on the GEIA (Benkovitz et al., 1996) and EDGAR 3.2 FT2000 (www.rivm.nl/edgar/model/v32ft2000edgar) (for NO x , CO and SO 2 only; Oliver et al., 2001 ) inventories. Regional emission inventories are used over Asia, Europe, Mexico and the US (Dunlea et al., 2008, and references therein) . A summary of the annual emission totals for 2005 is given in Table 4 . GEOS-Chem uses prescribed average latitudinal methane mixing ratios (based on global NOAA/ESRL observations) assigned to each model grid cell (Table 4 ).
Dry deposition of aerosols and gases uses a standard resistance-in-series model (Wesely, 1989) , as described in Wang et al. (1998) . Wet deposition schemes for aerosols and gases are described by Liu et al. (2001) and Mari et al. (2000) , respectively.
To simulate the HCHO distributions shown here, the model was initialized by a six month spin up, and then restarted to run from January 2004 to December 2006.
LMDz-INCA
LMDz.3-INCA.2 is a state-of-the-art global threedimensional chemistry transport model simulating gaseous and aerosol chemistry. LMDz is a grid point General Circulation Model (GCM) coupled on-line to INCA (Interactive Chemistry and Aerosols) (Hauglustaine et al., 2004; Folberth et al., 2006) . The version of INCA used in this study simulates tropospheric chemistry, monthly emissions, and deposition of primary tropospheric trace species including non-methane hydrocarbons. The horizontal resolution is 2.5 • ×3.75 • and 19 σ -p levels are considered from the surface to about 3 hPa. The ORCHIDEE (Organizing Carbon and Hydrology in Dynamic Ecosystems) dynamical vegetation model has been used to calculate the seasonal and geographical distribution of biogenic emissions (Lathière et al., 2005) . The biomass burning emissions for wild fires are based on the mean of inventories covering the 1997-2001 period provided by van der Werf et al. (2004) , rescaled region by region using the MODIS data for (Turquety, private communication, 2006 . The primary formaldehyde emissions, mainly due to biomass burning, reach 17 Tg/yr. All the emissions are injected at the lowest level of the model.
The annual emissions for 2005 are summarized and compared to those of GEOS-Chem in Table 4 . The emissions of NO x from anthropogenic sources and biomass burning are similar in the two models. The CO emissions, both anthropogenic and from biomass burning are larger in GEOS-Chem and the biomass burning and biogenic emissions of VOCs are larger in LMDz-INCA. Some of the difference is certainly related to the rescaling of the isoprene emissions in South America recently recommended by Barkley et al. (2008b) and included in GEOS-Chem. The main difference resides in methane mixing ratios used to constrain the models. The difference is only 7% but as methane oxidation is the predominant source of HCHO Stavrakou et al., 2009) , this difference may imply significant differences in simulated HCHO vmr.
Seasonality of the HCHO budget terms
The chemical production and loss of HCHO as calculated by the LMDz-INCA model, as well as the primary emissions and the deposition of HCHO are displayed in Fig. 9 for the same regions as defined in Fig. 8 . A total formaldehyde photochemical production of 1565 Tg/year from hydrocarbon and methane oxidation is found. The photochemical destruction is 1479 Tg/year and the surface dry deposition accounts for 34 Tg/year. Note that the primary emissions of HCHO are very small compared to the secondary production. In Fig. 9 , the chemical production by oxidation of C1 compounds (with a single carbon atom) is separated from the direct chemical production of HCHO from oxidation of hydrocarbons with more than one carbon atom (C>1 compounds). Globally the net chemical production of HCHO is positive and larger during summer months. This is particularly true in the Northern Hemisphere. In the southern tropics and subtropics, the chemical production dominates except during the fire season when the primary emissions of HCHO are significant. The chemical production in high southern latitudes is small compared to other latitudes (Fig. 9 ). This region constitutes a chemical sink for formaldehyde and mostly reflects the HCHO chemistry in remote area dominated by CH 4 oxidation. Except for these latitudes, the secondary production of formaldehyde by C>1 compounds (mainly biogenic species like isoprene) represent about 22% of the total production in agreement with previous studies Stavrakou et al., 2009) and can reach up to 50% in the US and Europe during summer. The role of biogenic compounds is then clearly significant in the HCHO production and partly drives the seasonality of the formaldehyde distributions. Calculations that integrate over the upper troposphere reveal that this region is a chemical sink for formaldehyde (not shown). The variations observed in the ACE-FTS retrieved mixing ratios thus reflect chemical production in lower layers and the impact of transport.
Results and discussion
As the interannual variations seem to be relatively weak (Sect. 4), we provide average seasonal results over the 3 years of analyzed observations and display all the data from the 3 years in a single plot to show the horizontal distribution. Figure 10 compares the upper tropospheric seasonal distribution of HCHO (mean vmrs between 6 and 9 km). The seasonal variations observed with ACE-FTS are roughly reproduced by the models with a maximum in summer for the mid-to-high northern latitudes and with large HCHO vmr values during the biomass burning period in the southern tropics and subtropics. The main differences to be noted in Fig. 10 are (1) an apparent underestimation of the observed largest values by LMDz-INCA; (2) a large overestimation of the spring (MAM) tropical and subtropical values by GEOS-Chem as well as during winter at high latitudes for both hemispheres. Figure 11 displays the zonal means of formaldehyde profiles for 20 • -latitude bands by season for ACE-FTS (top), LMDz-INCA (middle), and GEOS-Chem (bottom). Underestimation by LMDz-INCA and overestimation by GEOS-Chem at the lowest altitudes can clearly be seen in Fig. 11 . A difference in the vertical extension of formaldehyde between the two models can also be noted. The vertical gradient of HCHO is stronger in GEOS-Chem compared to LMDz-INCA and ACE-FTS. This difference might be due to a difference in the vertical transport in the two models and also to the fact that the stratosphere is treated differently (and not correctly) in the two models. Figure 8 provides a detailed comparison of the seasonal variations simulated by GEOS-Chem and LMDz-INCA, and observed by ACE-FTS for different regions at two altitudes (∼6.5 and 8.5 km). The comparisons are quantified on average for each season for the 8.5 km altitude (representative of the upper troposphere) in Table 5 . The number n of ACE-FTS measurements are indicated with the mean volume mixing ratios observed and simulated by the two models. Statistical parameters are given: biases, RMSE (root mean square of the errors) and correlation coefficients. The mean bias (noted Bias in Table 5 ) and the mean absolute bias (noted |bias| in Table 5 ) are defined in Eq. (1) and (2), respectively.
GEOS-Chem succeeds in reproducing the summer maximum observed over North America (Bias=6%, Table 5) whereas LMDz-INCA underestimates it (Bias=∼30%) but the mean absolute bias and the RMSE are larger for GEOS-Chem, revealing more compensation effects on the average. In contrast, GEOS-Chem overestimates winter/spring HCHO values (∼35%) and LMDz-INCA reproduces well these small Table 5 . Statistics derived from the comparison between ACE-FTS observations and simulations of LMDz-INCA and GEOS-Chem expressed in vmr (pptv) at 8.5 km by season and for different regions: n is the number of data considered; the mean bias and the mean absolute bias (|bias|) defined in the text are reported as well as the root mean square of error (RMSE) and the spatial correlation (r). Mean biases smaller than 20% and correlation coefficients larger than 0.5 are in bold. values close to background levels (∼5%) with a smaller RMSE and mean absolute bias. In Europe-Russia, both models fail to capture the maximum in summer especially at 8.5 km and are about 30% smaller than the observed ones ( Fig. 8 ). Mean absolute biases are similar whereas the RMSE is larger for GEOS-Chem. LMDz-INCA still performs well in winter (2%) and GEOS-Chem overestimates winter values by up to 60% at 6.5 km. The temporal correlation between the simulations and the observations (Fig. 8) is very good in the mid-to-high northern latitudes in the both cases (r>0.92). Note that the emissions used in the two models are different. In particular, the anthropogenic emissions used by GEOS-Chem for North America (EPA 1999 National Emissions Inventory; http://www.epa.gov/ttn/chief/net/) are more up to date compared to the anthropogenic emissions used by LMDz-INCA (Edgar V2). The comparison for these two regions would suggest that the summer emissions of GEOS-Chem in North America allow the maximum to be reproduced. However, other differences in the models (transport, chemistry) could also partly explain the differences observed between the simulations of the two models. For the high southern latitudes, both models perform well in reproducing the temporal variability (r∼0.80, Fig. 8 ) but LMDz-INCA systematically underestimates HCHO (∼35%). The agreement between ACE-FTS and GEOS-Chem is very good (Table 5). The mean absolute bias is of the order of the observa-tion errors. In the southern tropics and subtropics, the agreement is the worst for both models. They both fail to reproduce the temporal variations as the correlation coefficients are not significant (Fig. 8) . These observed variations are not reproduced by LMDz-INCA which has a relatively constant HCHO vmr. Observations show the influence of biomass burning with larger HCHO vmrs only during the SON period (Table 5 ) but both models show maxima during the MAM period. GEOS-Chem predicts a maximum during DJF 2006 not seen in the observations. As for the high southern latitudes, LMDz-INCA systematically underestimates the observations (33% on average over the year, Table 5 ). GEOS-Chem reproduces very well the annual HCHO mean considering the mean bias (Eq. 1).
In conclusion, GEOS-Chem seems to perform better than LMDz-INCA in reproducing HCHO on average, except during winter/spring of the Northern Hemisphere. It should be noted however that the mean absolute bias and RMSE are often larger with GEOS-Chem than with LMDz-INCA. Furthermore, the spatial correlation (Table 5) is generally much poorer between the ACE-FTS and GEOS-Chem (0.39 on average) whereas this correlation is better with LMDz-INCA (0.54). Thus, GEOS-Chem performs better on average but is worse in capturing the spatial variations compared to LMDz-INCA. The statistical comparators indicate that GEOS-Chem has more problems than LMDz-INCA in reproducing the spatial distribution of HCHO especially in the Northern Hemisphere. On the other hand, LMDz-INCA reproduces rather well the temporal and spatial variations of HCHO distributions but is biased especially in the Southern Hemisphere. One hypothesis that would perhaps partly explain this systematic bias might be the small methane concentrations calculated in the model (Table 4 ). Further studies are needed to elucidate the reasons for this bias.
Conclusions
Almost 3 years of ACE-FTS observations of HCHO from March 2004 to November 2006 on a near-global scale have been analyzed and discussed. An improved spectroscopic linelist has been used for the retrieval of formaldehyde profiles in the 5-25 km range. The total error in individual HCHO profiles ranges from 30 to 40% on average in the upper troposphere and progressively increases with altitude. Comparisons with previous aircraft and satellite (MI-PAS) measurements show an overall reasonable agreement between ACE-FTS profiles and independent measurements (within the errors).
The observations give an overview of HCHO distribution and seasonal variations at different latitudes. A seasonal cycle with a large maximum during summer is observed by the ACE-FTS in the mid-to-high northern latitudes. This cycle likely partly reflects the biogenic emissions of formaldehyde precursors that can be very large during the growing season at northern latitudes (Palmer et al., 2003 . In contrast, the temporal and spatial variations of HCHO at the high southern latitudes are negligible and HCHO values observed reflect background conditions (i.e., HCHO mainly produced by methane oxidation). The influence of biomass burning is also visible in ACE-FTS observations of HCHO during September to November in the southern tropics.
Comparisons with two state-of-the-art models (GEOS-Chem and LMDz-INCA) show that the main global variations are reproduced by the models but not with complete fidelity. GEOS-Chem reproduces well the observations on average (over one year) but has some difficulties in reproducing the spatial variability of the observations. LMDz-INCA is biased in the Southern Hemisphere but better reproduces the temporal and spatial variations of HCHO distributions as compared to GEOS-Chem. The differences in the ability of the models to reproduce the summer maximum over North America is likely partly linked to the emissions inventories and parameterization used by the models, although it is difficult at this stage to determine which processes are responsible for the discrepancies between the models and between the models and the observations. However, a better agreement between the methane concentrations used in the models would help to improve the comparisons and to assess which processes are responsible of the remaining differences. Many processes are responsible for the HCHO distribution: emis-sions of HCHO itself but also of various HCHO precursors, transport (advection, convection) , and chemistry and have to be investigated in future work to establish the reason for the differences.
